[The control of gaze (3). Neurological defects].
Eye movements serve vision, which has two different aims: changing images using saccades, i.e. rapid eye movements, and stabilizing new images on the retina using slow eye movements. Eye movements are performed by ocular motor nuclei in the brainstem, on which supranuclear pathways--originating in the cerebral cortex, cerebellum and vestibular structures--converge. It is useful for the neurologist to know the clinical abnormalities of eye movements visible at the bedside since such signs are helpful for localization. Eye movement paralysis may be nuclear or infranuclear (nerves), involving all types of eye movements, i.e. saccades as well as the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), or supranuclear, in which case the VOR is usually preserved. Lateral eye movements are organized in the pons, with paralysis of adduction (and preservation of convergence) when the lesion affects the medial longitudinal fasciculus (internuclear ophthalmoplegia), paralysis of conjugate lateral eye movements when the lesion affects the abducens nucleus (VI) and the "one-and-a-half" syndrome when both these structures are involved. Vertical eye movements are organized in the midbrain, with ipsilateral oculomotor (III) paralysis and contralateral paralysis of the superior rectus muscle when the third nerve nucleus is unilaterally damaged, supranuclear upward gaze paralysis when the posterior commissure is unilaterally damaged and supranuclear downward gaze paralysis (often coupled with upward gaze paralysis) when the mesencephalic reticular formations are bilaterally damaged. Numerous types of abnormal eye movements exist, of which nystagmus is the most frequent and usually due to damage to peripheral or central vestibular pathways. Cerebral hemispheric or cerebellar damage results in subtle eye movement abnormalities at the bedside, in general only detected using eye movement recordings, because of the multiplicity of eye movement pathways at these levels and their reciprocal compensation in the case of a lesion. Lastly, eye movements can also help the neuroscientist to understand the organization of the brain. They are a good model of motricity allowing us, using eye movement recordings, to study the afferent pathways of the cortical areas that trigger them, and thus to analyze relatively complex neuropsychological processes such as visuo-spatial integration, spatial memory, motivation and the preparation of motor programs.